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 A Living Trust is Good.



 
The Living Trust Plus® is Better




 
Protect your assets and secure your future with the Living Trust Plus®. Don't leave your estate vulnerable to probate, lawsuits, or nursing home expenses. Take control now and experience the peace of mind that comes with comprehensive asset protection. Enter your details below to get started on safeguarding your legacy.















  Secure Your Legacy Now! Click Here To Get Started 
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Discover the Hidden Strategy to Safeguard Your Finances from Nursing Home Costs and Preserve Your Wealth






Watch The Video Below To Learn More!
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Unleashing Unbreakable Asset Protection for All




Discover the Living Trust Plus® Your Path to Unwavering Financial Security




Introducing the Living Trust Plus®, a groundbreaking solution crafted by acclaimed attorney Evan Farr. It empowers individuals from all walks of life to shield their assets from probate, nursing home expenses, lawsuits, and other financial risks. Embrace a future of unwavering security and bid farewell to financial worries.




	
Comprehensive Protection: Safeguard your assets from probate, nursing home expenses, lawsuits, and other unforeseen financial challenges.
	
Preserve Your Wealth: Ensure your hard-earned savings and investments remain intact for your benefit and the well-being of your loved ones.


	
Retain Control: Maintain a high degree of control over your trust assets, with the ability to choose trustees, modify beneficiaries, and enjoy the use of your real estate.


	
Medicaid Eligibility: The Living Trust Plus® allows you to protect your assets from being counted by state Medicaid agencies while still retaining an interest in the trust.


	
Veterans Aid and Attendance: Qualified wartime veterans can leverage the Living Trust Plus® to safeguard their assets and access the benefits of Veterans Aid and Attendance.


	
Expert Guidance: Rely on the expertise of Evan Farr, a highly regarded attorney and bestselling author who has educated countless individuals and received prestigious recognition.







Experience the liberating power of the Living Trust Plus®. Take charge of your financial security today and embark on a worry-free journey toward a brighter future.
















      TAKE ADVANTAGE WHILE YOU CAN



 Extremely Limited Time Offer



  This Is Your Chance To Claim The Best Deal Of The Year


 
 




  Secure Your Financial Future Now! Click Here To Get Started 

















 DON'T JUST LISTEN TO US...



 Real Stories, Real Results: Hear from Our Delighted Clients




Discover How the Living Trust Plus® Transformed Their Lives and Protected Their Assets











" We have a couple of adult children who are on the autism spectrum. They're going to need guardianship, shelter, and money to help support them long after we're no longer here, so we saw Evan Farr for help preparing wills, a family trust, and a special needs to protect them. Mr. Farr did a really excellent job and brought several critical issues to our attention that we wouldn't even have considered without his guidance. I think our family's situation is set up to be as secure as possible thanks to his help. The rest of the staff was also friendly and helpful. Thank you! We plan to use the firm again if/when we need help and will recommend them to our friends if they need estate planning."



 Susan Comtois








"Farr Law Firm headed by Evan Farr gave exemplary service on difficult, nut necessary topics. The entire process was stress-free and accommodating. The firm uses technology to assist in reviews and edits and delivers efficient quality service. They also made excellent suggestions in providing ancillary services appropriate to our age group such as funeral and burial planning. The staff from lawyers, paralegals and administrative staff was efficient, timely and responsive. They provided ample time for review and discussion and delivered a quality product that suited our needs. I would recommend them without reservation for anything related to elder care, financial planning, estates and trusts as well as wills."




 Howard Haimes








"I can say nothing but good things about the Farr Law Firm. Tony is outstanding. He takes the time to answer all my questions in great detail. Sara too, is a very knowledgeable attorney. I highly recommend both of them. Great team."




 Sangeeta K.











"I found the people I dealt with to be knowledgeable and very willing to answer all questions prior to finalizing my documents. I would recommend those seeking to prepare for the challenges of later life to contact them."




 Mary Rose Amidjaya








"I met with Mr. Evan Farr & Ms. Sara Entis and both were very informative & knowledgeable in assisting me through the complex trust process. Also, with all their booklets containing thorough explanations & examples for every category of estate planning demonstrates that their firm is one of the best around in this field."




 Tom Lingle








"Mr. Farr has been of great help to me through the years, providing great legal counsel in drafting and executing my will and trust, and later counsel on dealing with end-of-life issues with my (out of state) mother. Highly recommended."




 Spike Herbert
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